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The Azrael (top) is
Will Zermeno’s most
popular model and
the Saigo (bottom)
is not far behind.
Note the unusual
way Zermeno cuts
out the framelocks in
the handles. (Prairie
Digital photo)
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veryone I meet in custom knives
shares not only a deep interest in
knives, but almost without exception has a single experience that brought
him or her into the business. For Will
Zermeno, though, it was not something
that occurred to turn him immediately
into a custom knifemaker. In fact, Will
initially was a designer who worked with
a maker who produced 40 knives from
Will’s designs. Four of the knives appeared in an issue of a nationally known
tactical magazine. Shortly thereafter the
maker and Zermeno parted ways, and
Will began making knives in 2007.
It was at the 2008 BLADE Show that I
first met Will. Upon looking at his knives
it was apparent to me he had an eye for
design. Another thing that attracted me

to him and his knives was he sought out
constructive criticism. More to the point,
he sought it out and then acted upon
the recommendations to improve his
knives—and improve they did.
While he has done a few forged blades,
his work is almost exclusively stock removal and folders. Without a doubt his
most popular knife is the Azrael, which
also happens to be my favorite Zermeno
model. The flipper folder comes in a variety of configurations and finishes. Blade
steels are either CPM 154 or S35VN with
satin or bead-blast finishes. The model
can be made in a variety of ways, with
the most popular feature a titanium or
damascus bolster. Will said he prefers to
work with Chad Nichols’ Blackout damascus pattern but uses other patterns as

well. The handles are primarily synthetic
materials.
Will indicated one of the reasons the
Azrael is his most requested model is because the knife has a fairly notable look
and a very utilitarian blade shape. I am
in complete agreement. The handle borders on being a half circle. The blade is
upswept in conjunction with a clip descending at a sharp angle to result in a
tip excellent for penetration. The handle/
blade combo produces an outstanding,
all-around everyday carry knife.
Another excellent EDC is the Saigo.
It boasts handle ergonomics similar
to the Azrael with what I consider the
quintessential utility-style blade. The
knife opens via a flipper and sports a framelock with Will’s distinctive cutout that
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An overhead view
shows the knives’
tight ﬁt and ﬁnish.
Note the half-andhalf synthetic and
titanium sides of
the models at left
and the anodized
thumb studs, pivot
and standoffs of
the model at top.
(Prairie Digital
photo)

Will’s most recent
model, the Point
Man has a more
Persian or upswept
blade style. The
3.8-inch blade is
CPM 154 stainless. According
to the author, its
ease of deployment begs for it to
be used. Maker’s
list price: $425.
(Prairie Digital
photo)
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A dressed-up version of the Azrael with a titanium bolster and lightning-strike-carbon-handle appears at bottom,
and at top is the Saigo. Both knives feature 3.7-inch blades of 3/16-inch CPM 154 stainless steel. (Prairie
Digital photo)

provides solid lock-up on all Zermeno
folders. While the knife comes in several
configurations, the two most requested
options are an all-titanium handle or the
titanium handle with a single scale, carbon fiber being the most popular material for the scale.
Will’s most recent model, the Point
Man has a more Persian or upswept
blade style. While several configurations
are available, the current favorite is the
all-titanium-framelock-handle version
with a bead-blast finish on the blade
and frame. Occasionally Will uses anodized colors to set the knife off—nothing
overpowering, just enough to add some
oomph. I particularly like when he anod-

izes the standoffs between the scales. The
Point Man carries easy in the pocket and
its ease of deployment begs for it to be
used.
Given the prices of the majority of today’s custom tactical folders, Will’s knives
look like a bargain. His folders generally
range from $300 to $450, with some up
to $650. From the beginning he seems to
understand that offering his knives at a
value price will appeal to his clients. He
employs the very best and most-soughtafter materials in today’s tactical folder
market, and then value prices his knives
so buyers will not be shy about using
them.
Will utilizes a hard wood cutting board

to test his knives in the shop. However,
he says the best information on how they
will hold up comes from those who actually use them for a plethora of chores.
Will then employs the feedback to refine
and improve his knives. His tactical folders arguably provide the best bang for the
buck of any such models available today.
At press time Will was taking custom
orders with a waiting list of 10 to 12
months. He attends the BLADE Show
(www.bladeshow.com) and brings a very
good selection of knives.
For me as a purveyor, one of the pleasures of working with a maker for many
years is to watch him go from a relative
unknown to being in great demand. The
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knife and gun finishing supplies
WILL ZERMENO
Dept. BL4, 9131 Glenshadow Dr.
Houston, TX 77088
281-726-2459
www.wdzknives.com,
will@wdzknives.com
Specialties: Tactical folders,
including fl ippers
Knifemaking Method:Mostly stock
removal; a few forged blades
Blade Steels: CPM 154 and CPM
S35VN stainless
Blade Finishes: Satin or bead blast
Grip Materials: Mostly synthetics
Bolsters: Titanium and damascus,
among others
Embellishment: Anodizing
Live Action! Framelocks feature an
unusual cutout in the handle;
also offers locking liners; pivots
use the Ikoma Korth Bearing
System
Custom Order Waiting List:10 to 12
months
Show Schedule: BLADE Show
List Price Ranges: $300-$650

erent but inevitably the process is basically the same:
1) hundreds of hours alone in the shop
along with the trial and error that always
accompanies it, and 2) Seeking out the
advice of fellow makers and combining
that with the feedback from thousands
of e-mails and phone calls from cliputting it into practice can be very challenging. I have watched Will consistently
take this information and put it to use in
the improvement of his knives.
I can without hesitation encourage you
at your earliest opportunity to pick up a
Will Zermeno knife and put it to the test.
To read about the latest knives, knife news,
forums, blogs and much more, visit www.
blademag.com.

Customer Service
928-537-8877

Order Line
1-800-972-1192
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Professional Quality Tools for the Knifemaker,
Blacksmith and Metalworker
See our work at www.customforgedhardware.com
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